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of changes in the Arctic. Future scenarios will be developed to 
determine, as far as possible, the consequences of these changes 
on physical processes at a local, regional, and global scale, 
and to determine consequences for Arctic biological systems, 
human societies and lifestyles. Th e project does not intend 
to initiate any new research, but will be based on recent or 
ongoing projects, including AMAP national implementation 
plans, and international activities including IPY research using 
ACIA, 2005 as a benchmark. 
 Th e project consists of three components:
Component 1:
Climate Change and Arctic Sea Ice. (Lead: Norway and USA)
Component 2:
Climate Change and the Greenland Ice Sheet. (Lead: Denmark)
Component 3:
Climate Change and the Terrestrial Cryosphere. (Lead: Canada 
and Sweden)
  Module 1: Changing snow cover and its impacts.  
      (Lead: Sweden)
  Module 2: Changing permafrost characteristics, 
      distribution and extent and their impacts. 
      (Lead: Sweden)
  Module 3: Mountain glaciers and ice caps.
      (Lead: Canada, Russia and USA)
  Module 4: River and lake ice.
      (Lead: Canada, Russia and USA)
 Th e project will be implemented by AMAP and its Climate 
Expert Group (CEG) in close cooperation with national 
organizations, international organizations (in particular, IASC, 
CliC, and IPY), and Arctic Council working groups and 
Permanent Participants. Scientifi c reports and an overview will 
be printed in 2011. 
 Module 2: “Changing permafrost characteristics, 
distribution and extent and their impacts” is lead by Sweden (T. 
Callaghan and M. Johansson). A core group, i.e. lead authors, 
for the permafrost module has been assembled and consists of 
S. Smith (Canada), H. H. Christiansen (Norway), A. Instanes 
(Norway) and O. Anisimov (Russia) and V. Romanovsky 
(USA). Up to date (November, 2008), 22 contributing authors 
have agreed to contribute to this process. Writing has just been 
initiated and the fi rst draft of the report for permafrost will be 
compiled in April 2009.
 Continuous updates on the SWIPA process will be available 
on AMAP’s web site www.amap.no.

Terry Callaghan (terry_callaghan@btinernet.com)
Margareta. Johansson (margareta.johansson@nateko.lu.se)

Permafrost And Periglacial Geomorphology 
Of Western Taymyr (Ppg), Russia
 As part of the IPA’s IPY activities a fi eld course on Permafrost 
and Periglacial Geomorphology of Western Taymyr (PPG) took 
place along the Western Taymyr coast in July-August 2008 for 
students studying the North. Th e purpose of the course was to 
study diff erent types of ground ice: ice wedges, ice complex, 
hydrolaccoliths, massive ice as well as to investigate the 
morphology and cryolithology of Western Taimyr Quaternary 
deposits. 
 Th e geocryology fi eld course was jointly developed and 

funded by the Faculty of the Geography Department at the 
Lomonosov Moscow State University, researchers from the 
RAS Research Institute for Geology and Mineral Resources of 
the Ocean (VNIIOkeangeologia), St. Petersburg and the Earth 
Cryosphere Institute SB RAS, Tyumen. 
 Th is 16-day course was held on board the “Sovetskaya 
Arctika” vessel, which sailed on the Yenisei River and in the 
Yeniseyskiy Bay from the town of Dudinka to the port of 
Dikson on the Arctic Coast of the Kara Sea. Th e course attracted 
Russian upper-level undergraduate and graduate students from 
Lomonosov Moscow State and St. Petersburg State Universities 
and the Earth Cryosphere Institute (Tyumen).

Field work on exposure of the Yenisei bank (Photograph provided 
by Irina Streletskaya)

Students and scientists of the fi eld course “Permafrost and Periglacial 
Geomorphology of Western Taymyr (PPG)”. (Photograph provided 
by E. Gusev)

 Seven scientifi c-educational fi eld trips were undertaken 
by the participants of the expedition. Th ese trips focused on 
observations, on the collection of samples of frozen ground and 
ice for a set of diff erent analyses and on fi eld measurements 
(e.g. evaluation of moisture content of frozen samples). 
During the course Pleistocene-Holocene deposits in coastal 
exposures from the right bank of the Yenisey River and 
Yeniseyskiy Bay were studied. An interdisciplinary approach 
based on geological and geomorphological, cryolithological, 
geobotanical and landscape studies was applied to study the 
contemporary permafrost state, ground ice characteristics and 
paleogeographical reconstructions. For these purposes, samples 
of frozen ground, snow, and ice were collected from coastal 
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exposures. During the expedition students acquired fi eld-work 
skills (describing boreholes and transverse sections, defi ning ice 
fraction, and collecting and archiving of samples), as well as 
laboratory skills on collected materials (evaluation of natural 
moisture content and sorting of samples). Samples of ice, 
snow and ground and paleofauna were collected for chemical, 
isotopic, microfaunistical, granulometrical, radiocarbon, 
paleomagnetic analysis. Contemporary cryogenic processes of 
Western Taymyr coastal zone were also explored, in particular 
coastal dynamics, ice wedges, thermokarst, etc.
 Th e obtained data will enable an estimation of the present-
day situation in Western Taimyr permafrost zone and the 
reconstruction of the  conditions of permafrost evolution and 
formation in the past.

Irina Streletskaya (irinastrelets@gmail.com)
Alexandra Zemskova (alzemskova@gmail.com)

The International Permafrost Field Courses 
Tepo-yamburg 
 Th e Second International summer fi eld courses with the topic 
“Technogenic and Environmental Permafrost Observatories 
(TEPO) - Yamburg” took place on Taz Peninsula, West Siberia 
from August 2-25, 2008. It was organized by Lomonosov 
Moscow State University (MSU) and Tyumen State Oil and Gas 
University (TSO&GU) as an IPA-IPY education initiative. 
 Our group consisted of Russian students from Moscow 
and Nadym Branch of TSO&GU and German students from 
the University of Hamburg. Instructors of the courses were V. 
Grebenets (Department of Cryolithology and Glaciology, MSU) 
and A. Kurchatova (Department of Geology and Petrography, 
TSO&GU), as well as D. Kaverin (Komi Department, Russian 
Academy of Science). 
 TEPO – Yamburg courses consisted of the fi eld excursions 
during the day and theoretical classes in the evening. Th e main 
topics where:
 1. Characteristics and Monitoring of Permafrost aff ected 
     Soils.
 2. Quaternary Geology of Taz Peninsula.
 3. Cryogenic Processes.
 4. Permafrost Engineering and Problems of Development
     in Permafrost Regions.

Students observing patterned ground in the fi eld. (Photograph 
provided by Anne Zschocke)

 Students learned and practised monitoring techniques 
relevant in arctic and subarctic regions: the characterisation 
of vegetation, geomorphology and soils using Russian and 

International classifi cation systems, the measuring of active 
layer thickness (ALT), soil temperature, moisture content 
and pH. Th e group also contributed data to the international 
monitoring programmes TSP and CALM. Th e mutual infl uence 
of climate on the recorded parameters and vice versa, also was 
discussed.
 On the basis of Quaternary sediments the climatic, ecologic 
and geomorphologic history of West Siberia was explained. 
Th ese sediments also provided the opportunity to study 
syngenetic permafrost and ice-wedge casts (pseudomorphs) 
that occur at thermokarst sites. 
 Cryogenic processes, their geomorphological forms and 
their soil characteristics were observed at all scales. Students 
learned about polygonal tundra, pingos and alases at diff erent 
sites in the zones of continuous and discontinuous permafrost. 
Mesoscale hummocks, mudboils and cryoturbations were 
examined as described before. At the end results of the diff erent 
sites were compared with each other.
 At the settlements of Yamburg, Yubileinoe and Zapolyarnoe 
construction and engineering techniques at permafrost-aff ected 
sites were observed and discussed. At the three diff erent gas 
exploration sites the group obtained insights into gas exploration 
and treatment from the staff s of GazProm Dobycha Yamburg 
and of GazProm Dobycha Nadym. 
 International Field Courses provide the valuable experience 
as exchange of knowledge between representatives of diff erent 
national geographic schools. It can be said that TEPO – 
Yamburg 2008 was a successful fi eld course, which generated 
young, skilled permafrost researchers and contributed to the 
international scientifi c exchange – за сотрудничество!

Th e group crossing 
the “Polar” Circle. 
( P h o t o g r a p h 
provided by Anne 
Zschocke)

 The course was made possible largely through generous 
support from GasProm and its regional subsidiaries, the 
German Academic Exchange Service and the Russian offi ce 
of Conoco-Phillips. The next international courses TEPO-
Yamburg will be in summer 2009. 

Valery Grebenets (vgreb@inbox.ru)
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